Three Types of Cold Call
We’ve designed a series of short professional development activities to support you in
adapting the technique you studied with the modules for the world of remote or hybrid
learning. To provide the strongest possible examples, we’ve leveraged resources from our
blog and designed each PD to accompany a series of modules. In this case, the reflection
and practice below should be completed after you’ve completed the Cold Call modules.
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Three Types of Cold Call

Step Into a Classroom
Check out this scene from Stephanie Le’s middle school Reading class. In this clip, we see Stephanie use Cold Call in three
ways. First she Cold Calls a student based on their answer in a chat, then she Cold Calls a student to elaborate, and lastly
she Cold Calls a student to read. What similarities and differences do you see in the way Stephanie implements each type?

Study the Technique
In all three of her Cold Calls, Stephanie keeps her tone very conversational. Her go-to phrase is “go ahead.” She’s clearly
established Cold Call as a part of her online classroom so students do not feel surprised when they are called on. Further,
because she’s had students jot down their initial answers in the chat, all students are prepared to participate with
confidence. Because Cold Call has been established as a universal routine, students are students are immediately ready to
respond whether its an answer to a question, a follow up question on a peer’s response, or picking up the shared reading.
Stephanie’s conversational tone is essential in underscoring the message that Cold Call is a normal and positive way to
participate in online learning.

Plan to Practice
Like we saw Stephanie do, find an opportunity in an upcoming lesson for each of the three types of Cold Call that we see
Stephanie use (i.e. chat-based, follow-on/elaborate, to read.) Now jot down the phrase you will use to Cold Call students in
your remote classroom. Stephanie’s is “go ahead.”

Delivery Practice
Use your phone or an online app to record yourself using your conversational “go-to” phrase to call on a student for each of
the types of questions you’ve planned.

Review & Share
Watch your practice video.
•

Do your Cold Calls feel conversational?

•

Do you use Cold Call for a variety of question types?

If you found this practice useful, please share it with your colleagues and keep coming back to our blog for new video and
insights.
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